Modeling for operation rules is essential function requirement in equipment simulation training system based on VR. Aiming at the modeling actuality of present equipment operation rules, which has no systematic, no generality and no formatting expression, layered modeling system framework based on federation is brought forward referencing to the "Federation and Member" concept of HLA. Open modeling method is adopted to modeling equipment operation rules and it can be described with XML syntax structure. Finally, the basic implement principle of equipment operation rules is presented combing with some large tactical communication system equipment. It can provide beneficial reference for constructing similar large scale equipment simulation training system based on VR.
Introduction
Sensibility, immersion, interaction and autonomy are the main technical characteristics of VR system [1] . In view of economy and generality of system, most of VR systems are desktop window VR systems, which are based of 3D scene, hearing, partly immersing and interaction with mouse and keyboard. As a participant, human must interact with the virtual equipment in 3D scene following certain rules. At the same time, the equipments will make response to these interactions according to those rules too. So the modeling taking the simulation technology as the center and taking the interactive operation between human and equipments as simulation object, which can be called equipment operation rules modeling [2] .
Though 3D model is the foundation of equipment operation simulation in equipment training system based on VR, its behavior norm relies on operation rules modeling. Equipment operation simulation calls for not only 3D geometry model, but abstracting its action in essence and describing it with formal syntax. Only in this way can equipment operation input be explained correctly by simulation system, and the its action and response in real world can be simulated.
For the equipment operation rules, the direct and convenient method is building its operation rules independently for each equipment. But it is impractical to build different concrete operation rules for all equipments due to heavy workload. And creation, modification and management of operation rules base are not convenient. So a new operation rules modeling method is brought forward, in which layered modeling system framework based of federation and open modeling method are adopted. Then it can be described with general format named XML. Not only inner including relationship is described, but coupling relationship is reducing by this method too.
Related work
Up to now, a series of research achievements related to rules and behaviors modeling have been made. A rules modeling method base on definite events set is proposed by Li Tao [3] . Different actions are classified to different sets and three definite action event sets are defined in accordance with frequency and sequence of actions in the method. For enhancing immersive and interactive of equipment virtual training system, a behavior modeling method based on expert rule is put forward by Liu Yuhai [4] . Within the method, production knowledge representation method was adopted to describe equipment operation action procedure, and action model was implemented by forward reasoning mechanism. In order to portray the training operation regulation of missile launching simulation system, the built-in operation state diagram was used to define the sequence and time of operation precisely by Liu Shenglin [5] . A hybrid modeling approach is proposed by Zhang Xiaodong and the event-driven business rules as a backbone of modeling process [6] . According to software methodology, behavior modeling technologies of virtual environment were categorized into three classes by Su Shaoyong [7] . These classes are procedure-based behavior modeling, object-based behavior modeling and agent-based behavior modeling.
Based on the research actualities mentioned above, conclusion can be drawn within these researches. Firstly, there is no systemic and universal modeling method formed in these modeling fields. Secondly, all these modeling methods only focused on one kind of concrete equipment and it can't instruct series of equipment operation rules modeling theoretically. Thirdly, modeling method paying attention to equipment operation in VR training system is seldom presented. So research on modeling method in this field will gain important and practical significance.
Federation operation rules framework
As an abstract concept, equipment includes not only the single equipment but also the integrated equipment and equipment system. Taking some tactical communication equipment for example, each single equipment (e.g. radio) contains several operation components (e.g. button and knob), several single equipments forms integrated equipment (e.g. communication vehicle) and equipment system consists of some integrated equipments (e.g. communication net system). So modeling for equipment rules will cover a wide range involving panel operation of single equipment, establishing of integrated equipment and building of equipment system. Its hierarchy structure can be shown as According to the hierarchy structure characteristic, federation operation rules framework is adopts referencing to federation-member ideal of HLA. Within the framework, separate rule in each layer can be regarded as a member and several relative members build a federation. One federation can even join a bigger federation [8] . Narrowing the operation down to the panel operation of single equipment, operation rules of single equipment can be divided into rules of each component and operation rules of the components are members set of single equipment federation. The federation operation rules framework can be shown as Figure 2 . 
Open operation rules modeling method
Besides federation-member operation rules framework, rules of equipment component are modeled adopting open operation rules modeling method. Characteristic of this method can be summarized as follow: 1) Operation made by operator is optional in virtual scene, that is to say, mistaken operation is allowed.
2) Each step of operation corresponds only to one operation component.
3) Mistaken operation is only allowed once, which means no other operations can be carried on in the case of mistaken operation.
For example, the action of connecting power cable with the power supply jack when operating radio, the judgment is to compare the position of the power cable to the position of the power supply jack. If they are in engagement range, the state of power cable and power supply jack will be changed into "power cable connected" correspondingly, then the state of power supply jack becomes state '1'. The rule of current action is:
IF PowerCable.state=1 THEN SetActive(Rule n) This description means that next rule will be active state if power cable has been connected to the jack. Then power switch will change from 'off' position to 'on' position and delete itself from current operation rules list automatically.
Operation rules database (ORD) must be established to deal with the complex logic relation among different operation components and influence caused by the operation. In the virtual scene, input process module is responsible for explaining the operation of operator, component changes state according to the position, and results in state change of component related correspondingly. The relation of ORD, operation actions and components is shown in Figure 3 . After establishing ORD, the system need to number the rule, operation parts, parts' states, logic relation and operation action to describe rules above expediently, that is, describing the rules as following description methods to form the rule set:
Operation rule: <Rule ID, components number, relation type, state number, action number> Operation step rule:=<(Operation step code), (the federal member's number) , (operator number) , (operation components name) , (operation components category) , (state of operation components before operation) , (state of operation components after operation) , [(state components name), (state components category) , (state of components before operation) , (state of components after operation) ]*, [(other scene effect marking)]*>.
Operation rules description
After the model of operation rules has been built, rules expression of all kinds of concrete equipments in digital format will be needed. Considering readability and generality, XML is adopted to describe the rules, which can be read easily by rules parser in simulation.
Succinctness and self-describing of XML are especially suitable for expressing and managing unstructured operation rules data. On the one hand, it is easy to modify and expand the equipment operation rules in simulation system; on the other hand, rules data in this format is convenient for migrating between back-end database and outer application.
An event driven based method named SAX is used to be the parser of rules in system. When SAX reads the XML document orderly, the given event will be generated to execute corresponding callback function once it meets special marks. So simulation equipments will response to operator's action in real time by the mechanism mentioned above, and change its state according to the rules described within the XML files. The whole process flow can be show as Figure 4 . In accordance with operation characteristic of different equipments, each rule of single equipment can be a separate XML files or a part of integrated equipment [9] . So we can describe not only single equipment, but integrated equipment and equipment system with XML data files. The rules of some integrated equipment can be shown as Figure 5 . 
Code of component state and operation action
At the beginning of modeling, each operable component must be coded in uniform format. The components of communication equipment mentioned above can be coded in three characters, its code shown in Figure 7 . 
Operation action code
Considering component can be classified as three classes which are named switch class, interface class and key class, operation actions will be simplified based on its class. The operation action code is shown in Figure 9 . Figure 9 . The code of operation action
Component

Component response description
After setting basic attribute of component detailed above, component response will be described with following form. Take the switch class component for example, the rule that power switch changes from off to on can be described as shown in Figure 10 . 
Simulation realization
Combining with some tactical communication equipment simulation training system, a prototype software system is realization based on the Creator and Vega Prime platform. And the whole operation flow of the communication equipment is simulated adopting the modeling method detailed above. Equipment operation examples are shown in Figure 11 . 
Conclusion and future work
As VR system becomes more sophisticated and powerful, modeling for object action in scene has made itself an attention focus. Especially in equipment operation simulation system, model of operation action and response rules is precondition for building a good interactive and strong immerse VR system. In view of existing modeling situation, layered modeling system framework based on federation is brought forward referencing to the "Federation and Member" concept of HLA. Open modeling method is adopted to modeling equipment operation rules and it can be described with XML syntax structure. Practice has proved its efficiency on improving training quality of equipment operator.
As a future possibility, work on more intelligent modeling method, more precise semantic interpretation and description owning better expansibility are all needed [10] .
